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ABSTRACT
Land use and conservation planning urgently need information on floristic variation over
large rain forest areas. Floristic variation can not be inventoried in every location and of all
the flora, thus inventory is limited in sample sites of a group(s) of indicator species and
modelled to predict the floristic composition of non-inventoried sites using spatially
continuous information on the environment. Modelling is, however, practicable only if the
dimensions of species data can be drastically reduced to a surrogate of floristic
composition. The aim was to explore whether remote sensing can be applied to study and
map the spatial variation of surrogates in lowland old-growth rain forest.
I studied three surrogates: 1) number of species in ecological categories, 2) vegetation /
forest type classification, and 3) species composition, summarized as the scores of three
ordination axes. The understorey Melastomataceae and pteridophytes, and tree and palm
species were used as indicator species. Landsat TM or ETM+ - satellite images and the
SRTM digital elevation model were used as a proxy of environmental variation. The
prediction methods included a k nearest neighbour method and linear discriminant analysis.
The study areas were located in eastern Ecuador, in north-eastern Peru and northern Costa
Rica.
The main finding was that floristic patterns in lowland rain forest, expressed as
vegetation classes, ordination axis scores or the number of species in ecological categories,
can be predicted on the basis of remotely sensed data and field observations. The accuracy
of the predictions depended on feature selection and weighting and on spatial resolution.
The k-nn method proved to be a promising method in predicting floristic variation when it
was expressed as a continuous variable, such as ordination axis scores or number of
species. It also performed better than linear discriminant analysis in distinguishing forest
classes using satellite image data.
Keywords: discriminant analysis, surrogate of floristic variation, forest classification, k
nearest neighbours, satellite image, tropical forest
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INTRODUCTION
Deforestation is advancing in tropical rain forest areas and is causing growing concern over
biodiversity loss in these extremely species-rich forests. Resources for species conservation
are limited and therefore it would be important to be able to plan the conservation efforts to
be as efficient as possible. One basic requirement for efficient conservation planning is
knowledge about the spatial distribution of species and species communities (Griffiths et al.
2000, Margules & Pressey 2000, Myers et al. 2000, Kerr & Ostrovsky 2003, Schulman et
al. 2007).
The standard procedure for acquiring such knowledge is the establishment of field plots
for quantitatively inventorying the vascular plant flora. An approach based on full species
inventories, however, is not feasible in practically any tropical forest areas, as they are
difficult to access and have a high number of taxonomically poorly known species. Floristic
inventories in tropical rain forests have therefore been restricted to just part of the flora,
most commonly trees (self-supporting woody plants above a certain diameter limit, often 10
cm at breast height).
Investigators from the Amazon Research Team at the University of Turku, Finland,
have advocated the use of taxonomically defined groups of understorey plants, specifically
terrestrial pteridophytes and the predominantly shrub family Melastomataceae, as indicator
species for more general floristic patterns (Ruokolainen et al. 1997). The species
distributions of both trees and the suggested indicator groups appear to react rather
similarly to a number of soil characteristics (Ruokolainen et al. 1997, Ruokolainen &
Tuomisto 1998, Ruokolainen et al. 2007). This suggests that the plant species of tropical
rain forests form similar kinds of species associations as they have been found to do in
temperate and boreal forests. Accordingly, the use of just part of the flora as an indicator of
more general floristic patterns seems justified. Higgins & Ruokolainen (2004) have in fact
reported that taxonomically defined parts of the flora may serve better as floristic indicators
than structurally defined parts, such as trees exceeding a certain diameter.
Whichever approach one adopts in restricting the work of floristic inventory, it is clear
that one cannot inventory the whole area of interest in any relevant exercise of conservation
planning. What is needed are methods for predicting the species composition for noninventoried sites. Such predictions can hardly proceed by modelling the occurrence of
individual species. Rain-forest plant communities are simply too species-rich in relation to
the realistically achievable number of inventory plots (Guisan & Zimmermann 2000,
Ferrier 2002). Even if the modelling effort were not limited by the quantity of data, the
resulting map layers of predicted distributions for tens or even hundreds of species would
be difficult to deal with without some post-modelling classification or ordination.
At least in tropical rain forests, it thus appears promising to follow the suggestion of
Ferrier (2002), who recommended predicting the properties of communities rather than the
distributions of individual species. Variation in communities has been modelled by
classifying sampling sites into categories with similar species composition (e.g. vegetation
classes) or by dividing species into groups with similar habitat requirements, and by
predicting their distributions. The site categories are assumed to be internally homogeneous
in their species composition, and one category is assigned to one location. Thus the
modelling provides a single map layer showing the distribution of the categories. The
species groups are modelled as the proportion or number of species belonging to the group
in a given location; thus while members of several species groups can occur in a single
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location. The modelling of the species groups then provides a series of map layers (Ferrier
et al. 2002).
Variation in species composition can also be described in terms of ordination axis
scores (Öhmann & Gregory 2002). Ordination is a set of dimension-reducing methods
commonly used in ecology. It arranges sample sites along a few ordination axes in such a
way that floristically similar sites are located close together in ordination space (McCune &
Grace 2002). The scores of each axis can then be predicted for non-visited sites on the basis
of environmental data (Öhmann & Gregory 2002). A relatively similar method is to model
and predict floristic distances calculated in a site-by-site matrix. By knowing the
environmental characteristics of all the grid cells in the study area, the floristic distances of
the field-sampled grid cells can be predicted across the study area. Floristic distances
cannot be mapped directly but may be ordinated or clustered for mapping purposes (Ferrier
et al. 2007). The floristic patterns expressed by ordination axis scores or by floristic
distances in a site-by-site matrix are both continuous variables; they show which places are
similar in species composition and which ones differ, but do not indicate what species are
present (Ferrier 2002, Tuomisto & Ruokolainen 2006).
The number of species and a variety of diversity indices (e.g. Shannon’s diversity
index) are commonly computed to describe the diversity of a single community sample (αdiversity, Whittaker 1972). The problem with α-diversity is that it tells nothing of the
identity of the species which make up the diversity value. In conservation, species are the
object of concern; thus an index which is not sensitive to species identity can have only
limited value. The spatial overlap of areas with a high species richness in different plant
families is also often low (Williams-Linera et al. 2005, Tchouto et al. 2006, but see
Villasenor et al. 2007). Knowledge of α-diversity has therefore relatively little value in
conservation and/or land use planning. However, species richness may serve as a surrogate
of floristic variation if it is calculated for ecologically defined species groups. Changes in
the number of species in ecological categories reflect changes in the environment, and thus
indirectly indicate variation in species composition (Faith & Walker 1996a, 1996b).
Vegetation classes, ecologically defined species groups and ordination axis scores
summarize the multidimensional, complex data of species communities in terms of one or
few variables, which can be called surrogates of floristic variation. The surrogates may be
predicted for non-visited locations by combining field data on species and spatially
continuous information on the environment, such as topography, climate, soils, land-cover
type or spectral characteristics of satellite images (Nagendra & Gadgil 1999, Guisan &
Zimmermann 2000, Ferrier 2002, Ferrier & Guisan 2006). The relevant question is then to
determine which parts of this environmental information correlate with (plant) species
distributions in such a way that successful predictive models can be made (Ferrier &
Watson 1997).
In tropical rain forest areas, data on soils and climate do not appear particularly
promising for the purpose of predicting the distribution of species or communities. Field
observations on soil and climate are often limited to relatively few locations, and soil and
climate values for large areas are thus interpolated on the basis of rather distantly placed
field observations. Also, variation in climatic variables within lowland rain forest areas may
well be too low for any relevant local scale predictions. Thus remotely sensed data appear
to represent the best, if not the only, source of spatially continuous environmental
information with sufficient spatial accuracy and coverage (Guisan & Zimmermann 2000).
However, satellite images can be used as predictors of floristic variation only if it can be
related statistically to the variation in pixel values of satellite images. Such a link has been
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found even in structurally relatively homogeneous lowland tropical forests (Thenkabail et
al. 2003, Tuomisto et al. 2003a, 2003b). Satellite images, aerial photographs and derived
digital elevation models (DEM) have also increasingly been used to predict tropical plant
communities (Ter Steege et al. 2000, Funk et al. 2005). Clearly different forest categories,
such as forest in white sand soil, flooded forests and non-inundated tierra firme forests in
Amazonia, have been observed by remote sensing (Kalliola et al. 1991, Tuomisto et al.
1994, Ruokolainen et al. 1998, De Grandi et al. 2000), but early remote sensing studies
were unsuccessful in distinguishing floristic differences in lowland areas within these large
main forest categories (Hill & Foody 1994, Paradella et al. 1994, Foody & Hill 1996, Hill
1999). Several recent studies, however, have reported relatively high classification
accuracies for rain forest types at landscape scale (Thenkabail et al. 2003, 2004, Foody &
Cutler 2006, Sesnie 2007).
In my thesis work I applied three surrogates for multidimensional data of species
composition in order to predict spatial floristic variation in tropical lowland rain forests by
integrating remote sensing and field observations. The surrogates were as follows: 1)
species richness of ecological categories (I); 2) species composition described by threedimensional ordination solution (II); and 3) forest types defined by species composition,
either alone or in combination with successional status (III and IV). The predictions were
based on Landsat Thematic Mapper (TM) or Enhanced Thematic Mapper (ETM+) satellite
images and Shuttle Radar Topography Mission (SRTM) digital elevation model. The
predicted floristic variation concerned species composition of understorey pteridophytes
and Melastomataceae (I, II, III) or tree and palm species composition and successional
status (IV). I tested the prediction success of k nearest neighbour (k-nn) method and
discriminant analysis in remote sensing based classification, and k-nn in prediction of
continuous variables. I searched for appropriate spatial scale, feature combinations and
procedures for reliable accuracy assessment in data-poor environments.
The general aim was to determine whether remote sensing can be applied in the
detection and mapping of spatial variation of floristic patterns in lowland rain forests for
purposes of conservation and land use planning. The detailed research questions were:
1) Can species composition, floristically defined vegetation classes and species richness
of ecological categories be predicted in tropical rain forests based on field and remotely
sensed data (I-IV)?
2) Can understorey indicator species be employed in remote sensing of floristic patterns
(I-III)?
3) Can knn method predict and classify floristic patterns of rain forests accurately (I, II
and IV) and does image segmentation and feature extraction from the segments increase
classification accuracy in a fragmented landscape (IV)?

PREDICTING FLORISTIC VARIATION IN RAIN FORESTS
Challenges in predicting floristic variation
The use of satellite image data for predicting rain-forest floristic variation is complicated by
two main factors. First of all, there is no consensus as to the main forces that control the
distribution of species and species communities in tropical rain forests. Secondly, there are
several technical problems with satellite images.
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Different hypotheses have been presented as to the main driving forces of species
turnover at landscape scale (some tens of square kilometres). Hubbell’s so-called neutral
hypothesis (Hubbell 2001) maintains that species composition, at least within relatively
homogeneous habitats, is random and controlled by dispersal. Since the dispersal of species
is spatially limited, floristic patterns must be spatially autocorrelated. In several studies
such a spatial autocorrelation has indeed been found, supporting the neutral hypothesis
(Hubbell 2001, Oliveira & Nelson 2001, Condit et al. 2002, Valencia et al. 2004).
Accordingly, the patterns of satellite images have also been suggested to reflect forest
dynamics (disturbances, pest outbreaks, limited dispersal) rather than edaphically
determined floristic patterns (Condit 1996).
Others have found neither such spatial autocorrelation nor any indication of
environmental control over species distribution patterns; they have consequently suggested
that at least Neotropical rain forests are more or less uniform in plant species composition
over large areas, with the same relatively few dominant tree species (Duivenvoorden 1996,
Pitman et al. 1999, 2001, Duivenvoorden et al. 2002). If these views are valid, predicting
floristic composition and mapping its variation would be close to useless. Species
composition would either be under constant and unpredictable change (Hubbell 2001), or it
would be identical over very large areas (Pitman 2001).
Clear environmental discontinuities have naturally been recognised. The distinction
between forests in white sand soil, flooded forests and non-inundated tierra firme forests
has long been recognised. It is only quite recently, however, that environmental and
floristic differences within these main categories have been reported (Tuomisto & Poulsen
1996, Ruokolainen et al. 1997, 1998, Clark et al. 1999, Potts et al. 2002, Tuomisto et al.
2002, Phillips et al. 2003, Tuomisto et al. 2003a, Paoli et al. 2006, Ruokolainen et al.
2007). Patterns of tropical tree and understorey species composition have also been found
to correlate with patterns of chemical and physical characteristics of soil and topography
(Ter Steege et al. 1993, Clark et al. 1995, 1998, Vormisto et al. 2000, Duque et al. 2002,
Potts et al. 2002, Tuomisto et al. 2003a, 2003b, Paoli et al. 2006, Ruokolainen et al. 2007).
These studies support the hypothesis that floristic patterns are at least to some extent
determined by environmental factors. This in turn means that floristic patterns can be
predicted for unvisited sites by knowing the spatial variation in environmental
characteristics.
The poor availability of satellite images for tropical areas is a common and familiar
problem. Most tropical rain forest images are plagued by clouds and haze, and in some
areas there may be time gaps of several years in the availability of high-quality images.
Landsat TM satellite images also often suffer from systematic scan-line noise (Crippen
1989). Striping is caused by the different responses among the sixteen detectors in the
satellite sensor, while banding results from differences between adjacent forward and
reverse scan lines of all sixteen detectors (Lillesand & Kiefer 2000). Quite recently a
systematic across-path east-west radiometric gradient has been found to be common within
single Landsat TM scenes (Collett et al. 1998, Toivonen et al. 2002, 2006). The gradient
has been explained as resulting from the effects of topography (shadows), anisotropic
reflectance and atmospheric scattering. In lower latitudes the scanning line is often close to
the solar azimuth angle, which seems to strengthen the phenomenon. The gradient was
present in all bands and in almost all of the 49 images analysed, but was stronger in visible
light bands than in infrared bands (Toivonen et al. 2006). Both scan-line noise and the
artificial radiometric gradient become apparent in large and relatively uniform tropical
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forest areas, where images need strong stretching to allow visualisation of vegetation
patterns (Crippen 1989, Toivonen et al. 2006).

Remote sensing of floristic differences
Vegetation classes
Land-cover mapping is one of the most common applications of remote sensing, whether at
a global scale (Bartholome & Belward 2005, Mayaux et al. 2005), a continental scale
(Mayaux et al. 1999, Roberts et al. 2003, Eva et al. 2004, Mayaux et al. 2004, Stibig et al.
2007) or a regional one (Pedroni 2003). In these studies the separation of vegetation classes
was mainly based on the physiognomic characteristics of forests, on macro-climatic
conditions and on topography. The species composition of the classes was not considered,
and the validity of the different classes as surrogates for floristic variation thus remained
untested.
Remote sensing studies on the stages of tropical forest succession have been numerous,
but have been motivated by the quantification of carbon sources and sinks, rather than the
idenfication of species turnover through succession. A relatively low correspondence
between regenerative age (class) and spectral information has usually been reported (Sader
et al. 1989, Lucas et al. 2000, Lu 2005 and references therein, Kuplich 2006). Recently,
hyperspectral images (Thenkabail et al. 2004), Landsat ETM+ images (Vieira et al. 2003)
and radar images combined with optical images (Kuplich 2006) have provided promising
results in discriminating between secondary forest classes. Vieira (2003) and Kuplich
(2006) also linked information on dominant tree species to the forest classes distinguished
in the remotely sensed data. Some forest types traditionally recognised by indigenous
peoples have also been classified from satellite images (Shepard et al. 2004, HernandezStefanoni et al. 2006).
Only few remote sensing studies have attempted to identify floristically defined oldgrowth rain forest types within the main environmental discontinuities, such as swamps or
tierra firme forest. Early attempts at distinguishing floristically different old-growth forest
types have not been very successful (Hill & Foody 1994, Paradella et al. 1994, Foody &
Hill 1996, Hill 1999). More recently, relatively high overall accuracies have been achieved
in classifying forest classes differing in their species composition. In Borneo, Foody (2003)
ordinated nine undisturbed and logged rain-forest classes using a self-organising map
(SOM) neural network and data on commercially valuable tree species, and discriminated
them with an accuracy of 96 % from the Landsat TM image. This classification accuracy,
however, was probably an overestimate, since all the data (24 field inventory plots) was
used in both training and testing the classification. In a more recent study by Foody &
Cutler (2006), the SOM neural network was applied separately to tree species data and
Landsat TM data in grouping field plots; a high correspondence (83 %) was found between
the two partitionings. The classification and modelling of vegetation communities has also
been improved by integrating spectral information from satellite images with (remotely
sensed) data on topography, climate and soil (Ferrier et al. 2002, Sesnie et al. in press).
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Number of species in ecologically defined categories
Species may first be assembled into groups that share similar habitat requirements, after
which the proportion of species belonging to the group is modelled and predicted on the
basis of environmental gradients (Ferrier & Watson 1997, Ferrier et al. 2002 and references
therein, Funk & Richardson 2002). Faith & Walker (1996b) have also suggested that the
number or proportion of species in each group may also be used to estimate unknown
variation in an environmental characteristic. Such studies have not directly employed
spectral information from satellite images, but many of the environmental factors used (e.g.
topography, vegetation map) can be derived by remote sensing.
The spectral data of satellite images are mainly influenced by the reflectance of the
forest canopy. The number of species in ecological categories can be predicted by remote
sensing if the ecological characteristics that were used to define the species groups also
control the distributions of forest canopy species. The predicted numbers of species in
ecological categories indicate underlying soil and topographic characteristics, which in turn
may be reflected in the species compositional differences of the canopy and in the pixel
values of satellite images. This approach was employed in Paper I.
The distributions of species groups have been much less studied in the tropics than the
distributions of vegetation classes. To the best of my knowledge, there has been no
previous study in which the number or proportion of species in ecologically defined groups
has been predicted in rain-forest areas on the basis of the spectral information obtained
from a satellite image. An obvious explanation for the lack of such studies is the scarcity of
autecological knowledge of rainforest plant species.
Compositional variation and dissimilarity
Floristic variation may be predicted and mapped as a continuous variable by summarising
species composition using some form of ordination and then predicting the ordination axis
scores using environmental (possibly remotely sensed) information (Öhmann & Gregory
2002, II). The main compositional gradients may be visualised as mapping the scores of
each axis separately (Öhmann & Gregory 2002) or all three axes simultaneously as an RGB
image (II). This approach has not been applied in the tropics except in Paper II.
Alternatively, a relationship can be modelled between a site-by-site matrix of
compositional dissimilarity and matrices of environmental and geographical distances. The
compositional dissimilarity of a pair of field plots can be described as a function of their
relative position on environmental gradients and in geographical space. The output is a
matrix of compositional dissimilarity for every pair of grid cells, as predicted using
environmental and spatial data (Ferrier et al. 2007). The spectral features of a satellite
image analysis could be incorporated into the model along with any other abiotic
environmental variables (Ferrier et al. 2002). This approach has been employed in the
tropics, but remotely sensed information was not directly employed in the predictions (Faith
& Ferrier 2002, Ferrier et al. 2007).
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Table 1. Environmental characteristics of the study areas (Sanford Jr et al. 1994, Marengo
1998, Lips et al. 2001).
Study
Area

Yasuní
Yavarí
Río San
Juan

Location

Eastern
Ecuador
North-eastern
Peru
Northern Costa
Rica

Area
(km2)

Rainfall
per year
(mm)

Rainfall of
driest month
(mm)

Range of
Average
elevation
monthly
temperature (m)
(˚C)

670

2850

130

26

200-300

800

3100

180

25-27

100-180

2600

4000

150

25-27

20-350

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Study areas
The study was conducted in three areas in lowland tropical wet forests in western
Amazonia and Costa Rica: 1) Yasuní National Park in eastern Ecuador (I and II), 2) the
proposed conservation unit of Yavarí-Mirín in north-eastern Peru (III) and 3) the biological
corridor of La Selva - Río San Juan in northern Costa Rica (IV) (Fig. 1, Table 1).
The Amazonian study areas, Yasuní and Yavarí, are mostly old-growth lowland rain
forests with little evidence of human disturbance. They are mainly covered by noninundated (tierra firme) forest and to a lesser extent by seasonally inundated forest and
palm swamps. Tierra firme forest is broadly defined as evergreen forest in undulating
lowland terrain. Tierra firme forests on white sand soil and bamboo-dominated forests are
routinely distinguished and also rather well-documented as clearly distinct forest types
within tierra firme (Anderson 1981, Encarnación 1985, Nelson 1994). Other subdivisions of
tierra firme forests do exist but are much more speculative, such as the Brazilian concepts
of dense forest and open forest with or without palms (Pires et al. 1985). The Costa Rican
study area (henceforth Río San Juan) is a highly fragmented mosaic of old-growth and
regrowth rain forest patches, plantations and agricultural land. The largest patches of oldgrowth forest are found inside protected areas.

Field data and analyses of species data
The field sampling varied between the study areas (Table 2). The field plots in all three
study areas were geolocated in the field using a handheld GPS or high-resolution (1:2000)
maps (11 old-growth plots in Río San Juan, paper IV).
In Río San Juan (IV), tree species > 30 cm and palm species > 10 cm in dbh (diameter
at breast height) were identified and their diameter were measured in the old-growth forest
plots. The trees > 30 cm in dbh were assumed to form a canopy and thus to have the
greatest effect on the spectral reflectance of satellite images. The regrowth forests were
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visually classified in the single-regrowth forest class on the basis of tree height and canopy
closure, but no field measurements were conducted.
In Yasuní (I and II), Melastomataceae (mainly shrubs and small trees) and pteridophyte
species (terrestrial or low-epiphytic ferns and fern allies, max. 2 m above ground level) and
in Yavarí (III) pteridophyte species were used as indicator species of more general floristic
patterns. The number of Melastomataceae and pteridophyte species is considerably lower
and they are faster and thus less expensive to inventory than trees, which facilitates
geographically extensive and floristically representative field sampling (Ruokolainen et al.
1997, Vormisto et al. 2000, Tuomisto et al. 2003b, Ruokolainen et al. 2007).

Figure 1. Location of study areas and field plots overlaid (in red) in the Landsat TM (maps A
and C) or Landsat ETM+ (map B) satellite image using spectral bands 4, 5 and 7. Map A
shows the Yasuní study area in Ecuador; map B the Río San Juan - La Selva study area in
Costa Rica; map C the Yavarí study area in Peru.
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Table 2. Field variables and sampling date and design in the different study areas. The last
two rows summarize the analysis of the field data and the derived variables that were
predicted on the basis of satellite image information. In the Río San Juan study area the field
data was collected only from old-growth plots (N=52).
Study area
Field sampling

Yasuní
340 plots: 34
transects (500 m x 5
m) subdivided in 10
plots (50 m x 5 m)

Time of field
work

April 1996, April
1997, March 1998

Identified
species

Melastomataceae,
pteridophytes

Yavarí
635 plots: 8
transects (8000 m x
2 m) subdivided in
80 plots (100 m x 2
m)
March - April 2002

Pteridophytes

Río San Juan
104 plots
(50 m x 50 m)

1997, May –
October 2003,
January-April 2004
Tree species > 30
cm in dbh, Palm
species > 10 cm in
dbh
Diameter

- Soil samples
- Topographic
position*
Hierarchical
Hierarchical
Analysis of field
- Soil based
clustering
clustering
data
classification
- NMDS
4 vegetation types:
Number and type - Nbr of species in
4 forest types:
of field variables
ecological categories
1) Terrace forest,
1)Pentaclethra(12)
2) Pebas formation** Carapa forest **
- Nbr of species in
2) Palm forest
4) Intermediate
taxonomic groups (3)
3) Mixed forest**
tierra firme forest **
- Shannon’s diversity
4) Regrowth forests
3) Inundated forest
index
- Scores of ordination
axes (3)
* valley bottom/flatland, slope or hill top, ** classes combined in the final classification
Other field
measurements

In Yasuní (I), the species were classified into four ecological categories according to the
highest density of individuals per category: poor or rich soil species (as indicated by soil
cation content), floodplain species and swamp species. The number of species of
Melastomataceae, pteridophytes and both of these groups combined in each category
resulted in 12 field variables (4 categories by 3 species groups). Four additional field
variables were obtained from the total number of species of Melastomataceae,
pteridophytes, and both combined as well as Shannon’s Diversity index (Table 2).
In the other study of Yasuní area (II), variation in plant species composition was
expressed in a three-dimensional ordination space through a non-metric multi-dimensional
scaling (NMDS) -ordination. This allowed summarizing the original 334-dimensional siteby-species data as a much lower number of dimensions, so that it became feasible to both
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predict and visualize the predicted NMDS axis scores for unvisited locations on the basis of
satellite image data.
In Yavarí and Río San Juan, the species data were categorized through hierarchical
clustering. In Yavarí (III), the clustering resulted in four vegetation classes, defined by
species composition (Salovaara et al. 2004). In the final prediction of the floristic category
for unvisited sites, the two floristically most similar forest types were combined because we
were unable to separate them on the basis of remotely sensed data (Table 2).
In Río San Juan (IV), the old-growth forest plots were clustered into three classes using
species-specific importance values (Ramos Bendaña 2004). Two of the three old-growth
forest types were floristically similar, Pentaclethra macroloba -dominated forests, and
these were combined in the final classification. The final classification consisted of the
regrowth forest class, which mainly included abandoned pastures and tree plantations, and
the two old-growth forest classes (Table 2).

Remotely sensed data and pre-processing
The sufficiently cloud-free Landsat TM and ETM+ satellite images closest to the fieldwork
dates were selected and preprocessed (Table 3). The images were georeferenced using a
first-order polynomial model and resampled to a pixel size of 30 m. If clouds or cloud
shadows were present, they were digitised and masked out. Field-plots lying in the masked
areas were excluded from the analyses. A digital elevation model from the Shuttle Radar
Topography Mission (SRTM DEM) was acquired for the Yavarí and the Río San Juan
study areas. It is based on C-band radar data and has a horizontal resolution of 90 m. The
data were downloaded free of charge from http://srtm.usgs.gov/ in 2003.
The radiance values captured by satellite sensors are affected by water vapour, aerosols
and other atmospheric constituents as well as topography and sun position (Lillesand &
Kiefer 2000). An atmospheric correction using the S6 atmospheric model (Vermote et al.
1997) was performed for the Yasuní image to correct atmospheric effects on pixel values (I
and II). The correction, however, was considered risky, since the aerosols’ optical depth
was estimated using the same forest areas that were being studied. It has also been argued
that the atmospheric correction is unnecessary when atmospheric measurements are not
available for the study area, only a single satellite image scene is analysed, and training and
test data sets are collected from the same scene (Song et al. 2001). Due to these reasons we
did not perform the atmospheric correction for the satellite images from Yavarí (III) and
Río San Juan (IV) study areas. At any rate, the correction had almost no effect on the
predictions in Yasuní.

Table 3. Basic information on the satellite images and applied preprocessing.
Study
Area
Yasuní

Satellite
image
TM5

Path /
row
9 / 60

Yavarí
Río San
Juan

ETM+
TM5

5 / 63
15 / 53

Date
Sept.
1995
June 2001
Jan. 2001

Pixel
size (m)
30 x 30
30 x 30
30 x 30

Preprocessing
Atmospheric correction,
destriping, rectification
Rectification
Rectification, topographic
normalisation
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Topographic normalisation was not considered essential for the images from Yasuní and
Yavarí, where topographic variation was limited (Table 1). In Río San Juan area the
topography seemed to have considerable impact on the pixel values, and the image was
corrected using the Minnaert topographic normalisation with bandwise calculated constant
k (Minnaert & Szeicz 1961, Colby 1991). The topographic normalisation had only a slight
effect on the classification accuracy.

Extraction of features from satellite image
The spectral value of a pixel is always a mixture of reflectances from varying sources, and
variation exists between neighbouring pixels even in homogeneous land cover. Likewise
location errors due to image rectification and georeferencing of field plots can increase
prediction errors when single pixel values are used in image analysis. A single pixel of a
Landsat image is so small (30 m × 30 m) that its spectral characteristics can be greatly
affected by the structural and dynamic factors of the forest, thus complicating the
relationship between satellite image and field data on species composition. Such factors
include the size and inclination of a single large tree canopy, as well as tree-fall gaps and
other structural changes that have appeared during the time gap between the acquisition of
the satellite data and the field work. The effects of these uncertainties were reduced by
extracting the spectral features and elevation either from pixel windows (all papers) or from
segments (IV).
The size of a pixel window varied between the studies (Table 4) and was determined by
the field sampling design and/or by testing different pixel window sizes. The pixel windows
of geographically close plots may be overlapping, especially when transect line sampling is
applied. This problem of dependence between neighbouring plots was avoided by
specifying a minimum distance in selecting nearest neighbours (plots) in the error
estimation of k-nn predictions in Yasuní (I and II). Thus the spectrally nearest neighbours
for a pixel under estimation were specified as geographically further away than a minimum
distance of 200 m. In Yavarí the number of field plots (N=635) was greater than in Yasuní
(N=340), and the field plots were combined into larger units (200 m and 500 m long
sampling units) to avoid overlap between neighbouring pixel windows (IV). In Río San
Juan the field plots were located in such a way that the distance between plots was at least
150 m. Accordingly, a window of 5x5 pixels could be used.
The use of large pixel window increases the probability that a window will contain two
or more land cover types, potentially reducing classification accuracy (Hill 1999). This
problem can be avoided by segmentation, whereby a satellite image is divided into regions
(segments) that are spatially continuous and internally homogeneous in their image features
(Narendra & Goldberg 1980). We tested segmentation in the Río San Juan study area (IV),
because segmentation is expected to increase classification accuracy especially in
fragmented areas. The segmentation was performed using a modified implementation of
“segmentation with directed trees” (Narendra & Goldberg 1980, Pekkarinen 2002). This
method employs a type of watershed algorithm, in which the image is first divided into
plateau and edge regions. All the plateau areas are then labelled, and labels for the edge
regions are sought in the direction of the local edge gradient.
The spectral and elevation features were extracted from a Landsat TM or ETM+
satellite image and from the SRTM DEM as a mean and variance or standard deviation of
pixels belonging to the window or segment. We also tested several band ratios (Table 4).
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Table 4. Spatial unit of feature extraction, extracted features and features used in the
prediction tasks. The table also indicates whether the predictions were based on the k-nn
method or the discriminant analysis (DA), and the size of the field data used. M = mean; SD
= standard deviation; var = variance of pixel values of image bands indicated by their
number.
Prediction
task
Species
richness,
Yasuní
Axes
scores,
Yasuní
Vegetation
classes,
Yavarí

Forest
types, Río
San Juan

Unit of feature
extraction
(pixels)
pixel window
(7 x 7)

Nbr and
size (m)
of plots
335,
50 x 5

pixel window
(7 x 7)

Method Extracted features Employed features

k-.nn

M1-M5, M7, SD1SD5, SD7, M4/3

All 12 features,
weighted

335,
50 x 5

k-nn

M1-M5, M7

All 12 features,
weighted

pixel window
(5 x 5)

317,
200 x 2

DA

Selected 4 features
(M7, M4/M5, m5,
elevation)

pixel window
(12 x 15)

127,
500 x 2

DA

pixel window
(5 x 5)

103,
50 x 50

k-nn,

pixel window
(5 x 5)

103,
50 x 50

DA

M2, M4, M5, M7,
SD2, SD4, SD5,
SD7, M4/5,
elevation
M2, M4, M5, M7,
SD2, SD4, SD5,
SD7, M4/5,
elevation, sd of
elevation
M1, M4, M5, M7,
M1/M4, M1/M5,
M1/M7, M4/M7,
M4/M5, M5/M7,
var1, var4, var5,
var7, elevation
Same as above

segment

102,
50 x 50
102,
50 x 50

k-nn

Same as above

DA

Same as above

segment

Selected 8 features
(M2, M4, M5, M7,
SD2, SD4, SD5,
elevation)
All 15 features,
weighted

Canonical variables
computed from M1,
M4, M5, M7, M1/M4,
M1/M5, M1/M7,
M4/M7, M4/M5,
M5/M7 and var7,
All 15 features,
weighted
Canonical variables
computed from M1,
M4, M5, M7, M1/M4,
M1/M5, M1/M7,
M4/M7, M4/M5,
M5/M7, var7 and
elevation
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Prediction methods and accuracy assessment
The non-parametric k-nn method was employed to predict continuous (I and II) and discrete
(IV) field variables as follows: we first searched the k nearest neighbours by calculating
Euclidean distance in feature space from the pixel lacking field data to each pixel for which
field data were available. The three nearest neighbours (three pixels most similar in terms
of spectral features and elevation) were then selected for the pixel among those pixels with
field data. The predicted continuous field variable was calculated as a weighted mean of the
k nearest neighbours. The weights were calculated as inversionally proportional to the
squared Euclidean distance. In the case of discrete variables the forest type was obtained
that had the highest sum of weights among the nearest neighbours (Tomppo 1991, 1996).
The spectral and elevation features were also weighted in calculating distances to the k
nearest neighbours. The weights of the features were determined using an optimization
based on a genetic algorithm (Tomppo & Halme 2004, Tomppo et al. 2007). The algorithm
minimized the root mean square error (RMSE) of the predictions for the continuous field
variables or the value of 1-Kappa of the classification.
The field plots of Yavarí and Río San Juan were classified using a linear discriminant
analysis (III and IV). The discriminant model searches the linear function of explanatory
variables (spectral features and elevation) that best separates predefined classes. The
parameters of the discriminant model are estimated on the basis of a field data set
consisting of field-verified sampling plots with known class membership; the resulting
model can be used to predict class membership for non-visited locations (Legendre &
Legendre 1998). In Río San Juan (IV) we ran a canonical discriminant analysis prior to the
linear dicriminant analysis. It forms linear combinations of spectral features and elevation,
so-called canonical variables that best summarize between-class variation. The number of
canonical variables was the number of forest types minus 1. All the features that
significantly contributed to discriminating among forest types, according to the F test (p <
0.05), were included in the canonical discriminant analysis. In Yavarí the features were
selected by a stepwise discriminant analysis with backward elimination (Table 4).
The accuracy of the predictions was assessed by comparing them to the field
observations using a one-leave-out cross-validation (all papers) and an independent test
data set (I and IV). In the cross-validation, either one plot (I, II and IV) or all the field plots
of one transect (III) were excluded in turn and the rest of the field plots were used to predict
the field variable for the excluded plot(s). Error matrices and derived overall perceptual
accuracy and Kappa scores were employed as measures of unit-level classification
accuracy. The unit was either the pixel window or the segment. We also compared the
statistical significance of Kappa scores resulting from two different error matrices in Paper
IV (Congalton & Green 1999). In the case of the continuous variables, RMSE, bias and
standard deviation of bias were calculated to estimate the unit-level accuracy of the
predictions. The predictions of the continuous variables were also compared against a null
model, where predictions were calculated using randomly selected neighbours rather than
spectrally nearest ones.
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Other methods
We identified the areas that were not covered by the spectral characteristics of the field plot
locations in order to avoid extrapolation (I and III). Extrapolation would force all the pixels
into the predefined range of the field variable values, whether or not their spectral
characteristics are represented among the training sites. Pixels that were beyond the ranges
of spectral features corresponding to the field sampling units were defined for one pair of
spectral bands in turn. We plotted all the pixel values of two bands and drew a convex hull
around the pixels that were verified in the field. Pixels that were outside the convex hull in
at least one pair of image bands were masked out from the image. This procedure increased
the reliability of the predictions and the resulting map. It will also help to direct field
sampling in the future to areas representing unexplored spectral characteristics. These areas
can be assumed to be more likely to represent vegetation not previously verified in the
field.
We employed the Mantel test to study correlations between remotely sensed features
and the species composition recorded in the field (III). This test computes a correlation
coefficient between two sites-by-sites (dis)similarity matrices with the same dimensions
(Legendre & Legendre 1998). The Mantel tests were run between the matrices of floristic
similarities (expressed as the Bray-Curtis dissimilarity index) and the distances of spectral
and elevation features (expressed as Euclidean distances). The statistical significance of the
correlations was estimated with a Monte Carlo permutation test.
Spatial autocorrelation in species richness and composition can be high with short
geographical distances. We studied autocorrelation of the field variables by calculating
semivariograms (I). The semivariograms were also used to define the minimum distance
used in selecting the nearest neighbours in the error estimation of k-nn predictions in Paper
I.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Can floristic patterns be predicted and mapped accurately by remote sensing?
Species composition
The species composition of Melastomataceae and pteridophyte species that was
summarized in the three axes of the NMDS ordination was predicted for Yasuní using the
k-nn method (II). The accuracy of the predictions was difficult to assess simply on the basis
of the RMSE values, since the axis score values cannot be observed in the field and do not
have any concrete meaning. The map produced tells us which sites are similar in species
composition and which differ, but we do not know which species actually occur at the sites.
An axis score of 2, for instance, is arbitrary unless it is related to scores for other sites. To
assess the accuracy of our predictions, we compared the RMSE values of the predictions to
a null model based on randomly selected nearest neighbours; in other words, the null model
represented a pure guess at axis scores. This comparison revealed that species composition
can be predicted relatively accurately: the pooled RMSE for the predictions of the three
ordination axis scores based on the spectral information of the Landsat TM was always
lower than the pooled RMSE of the predictions based on the null model. The predictions
for individual axis scores were mostly more accurate than the null model, which was run
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100 times. Least accurate among the three axes were the predictions for the scores of axis 2,
related to drainage.
Predicting species composition in tropical forests is rarely attempted without relating it
to vegetation classes. Recently, Ferrier (2000) predicted compositional dissimilarity on the
basis of environmental data (e.g. climatic gradients) and geographical distances, whereas
we used the spectral information provided by the satellite image to describe environmental
variation. The generalised dissimilarity modelling (GDM) employed by Ferrier et al. (2007)
can also take advantage of remotely sensed data, although spectral information from
satellite images has not yet been utilised (Ferrier 2002, Ferrier et al. 2007). Ferrier’s group
and ours used different methods in prediction but also employed different approaches. We
first summarised the data on a lower number of dimensions by ordination and then
predicted the compositional differences expressed by the axis scores for unvisited locations.
Ferrier et al. (2007) first predicted the compositional similarity values for unvisited sites;
the multidimensional data of predicted compositional similarities can then be summarised
e.g. by ordination.
The predicted floristic ordination scores of three axes were visualised as a RGB colour
composite, with the axes represented in red, green or blue. By this means we were able to
summarize compositional variation in a single map layer. The visual inspection of the
predicted map and the original Landsat TM image also confirmed the interpretation of the
axes and helped to locate areas of mispredictions. The number of field plots in inundated
forest and swamps was low and therefore structural and floristic variation of these forest
types were not well represented in the field data. This reduced the prediction accuracy for
axis 2 and appeared as mispredictions on the map as well as high RMSE values (II).
The advantages of this approach are that the compositional differences are predicted as
a continuous variable without any a priori classification. The methods used summarize the
multidimensional data in the format of a single map layer, showing gradual changes in
species composition between sites. Gradual floristic changes between vegetation types have
often been considered difficult in traditional vegetation mapping (Powell et al. 2004). Such
continuous information on compositional differences can easily be applied in conservation
planning and biodiversity modelling (Ferrier 2002). The approach can also help to locate
future field sampling in areas with a distinct species composition compared to areas
sampled during earlier field campaigns. The drawback, however, is that information on axis
scores is in many cases more difficult to interpret in practical applications compared to
vegetation classes.
Vegetation types
The classification accuracies of three floristically defined vegetation types in Yavarí (III)
and Río San Juan (IV) were relatively high (overall accuracies of 85 % and 91 %,
respectively) when estimated by the one-leave-out cross-validation. The classification of
three old-growth forest types and one regrowth type in Río San Juan was also reasonable
(82.5 %) when the k-nn method was used, especially when it is kept in mind that in both
areas we classified structurally relatively similar land cover categories. In both areas, two of
the three forest classes distinguished in the studies represented previously unrecognised
classes of tierra firme or dense old-growth forest. The class accuracies of the most accurate
classification were also at an acceptable level in both cases (>73 % in Yavarí and >88 % in
Río San Juan). In Yavarí the user’s accuracy of terrace forest class was still low, 48 %,
partly due to great differences in the number of sampling units between vegetation types.
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In Yavarí only the linear discriminant analysis was used to classify forest types, but in
Río San Juan we tested both canonical discriminant analysis and the k-nn method. The k-nn
method resulted in higher classification accuracy and Kappa scores than canonical
discriminant analysis in classifying two old-growth forest types and one regrowth type, but
the differences in Kappa scores were not statistically significant.
The classification accuracies can also be considered high when compared to those rare
studies which have distinguished two or more old-growth rain forest types. Within tierra
firme, high classification errors have mainly been reported (Hill & Foody 1994, Foody &
Hill 1996, Hill 1999) but flooded and tierra firme forest have been discriminated accurately
(Lobo et al. 1998, Hess et al. 2003). Discriminating among secondary forest stages has
proved to be difficult (Sader et al. 1989, Lucas et al. 2000, Lu et al. 2003, Lu 2005 and
references therein, Kuplich 2006), until recently with the availability of new satellite
sensors and classification methods (Vieira et al. 2003, Thenkabail et al. 2004).
The forest or vegetation classification presented has the advantage that the classes are
defined by their species composition, and thus express the main floristic differences in the
study area. Such maps certainly have a place in the practical work of forest management
and nature conservation, as they are easy to interpret and use. All the vegetation / forest
type maps still provide information at a relatively general level, no matter how good is
spatial accuracy or thematic discrimination. Information on floristic variation is always lost
in vegetation classification. Firstly, each pixel is forced into a single class even though in
natural landscapes changes between habitats are mostly gradual. Secondly, the classes are
also assumed to be internally homogeneous, although species are distributed patchily within
the vegetation classes defined. This is probably because species respond to different
environmental gradients from those that have been used in defining the vegetation classes,
or because of biological and historical factors such as competition, local extinction and
dispersal. Finally, the vegetation classification does not necessarily take into account that
some classes are more similar in species composition than the others; misclassifications are
normally seen as equally erroneous, whether for example a forest type is misclassified as
another, floristically and ecologically relatively similar forest type or as a very different,
non-forested class (Faith & Walker 1996a, Guisan & Zimmermann 2000, Ferrier 2002).
Species richness of ecologically defined species groups
Numbers of Melastomataceae and pteridophyte species in three ecological categories (poor
soil species, rich soil species and swamp forest species) were predicted fairly accurately
compared to the null model. The predictions for species richness in the fourth ecological
category, floodplain forest, showed the lowest accuracies, due apparently at least in part to
the small number of field plots in that habitat type. The derived maps showed non-random
spatial patterns for all the predictions. Visual comparison with the original Landsat TM
image revealed that these patterns corresponded to at least elevational variation (I).
Differences in numbers of species in the ecological categories were interpreted as
indirectly approximating compositional differences. Changes in the numbers of species in
ecological categories indicate an environmental gradient. For example the number of poor
soil species decreases with the gradient of soil fertility. The patterns of species richness in
ecological categories were interpreted as reflecting topographical patterns and related
edaphic patterns. These same environmental gradients in turn influence the composition of
species, and thus variation in the number of species in ecologically defined species groups
indirectly reflects differences in species composition. Similar argumentation has been used
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by Faith & Walker (1996b) in the selection of conservation areas on the basis of indicator
species number and environmental data. The number of species in ecological categories
may also be related to the vegetation classification. For example sites with a high number
of species preferring poor soils can be classified as poor soil tierra firme forest. Similarly,
swamps will probably have a high number of swamp species. From these perspectives the
relatively high accuracy of predictions for number of species in ecological categories was
expected. The results (I) were also well in line with the results of Papers II-IV and with
those studies that have found a relationship between species composition or floristically
defined forest classes and the spectral information provided by satellite images (Thenkabail
et al. 2003, Tuomisto et al. 2003a, 2003b).
A common problem in predicting the distributions of individual species is that many of
species sampled are present only in a few field plots. This problem is solved by predicting
species richness in ecological categories. The difficulties of the approach are that the
habitat requirements of a species may be unknown, environmental information is often
scarce and each category is predicted as a separate layer. We were able to classify species
into ecological categories on the basis of soil sample data collected together with species
data. However, soil data rarely exist and soil sampling increases the resources needed in
field sampling, thus diminishing the applicability of the approach.
We also predicted the number of species in taxonomic groups and Shannon’s diversity
index, but the predictions were not accurate. These results corresponded to those that have
reported low matrix correlation coefficients between species richness and spectral values of
Landsat TM images (Tuomisto et al. 2003a, 2003b). In any case, species richness and
diversity indices alone are of limited value in conservation planning.

Factors influencing the accuracy of predictions
Success in prediction naturally depends on the strength of the relationship between species
and remotely sensed predictors, but it is also influenced by many other factors, such as the
spatial resolution of the data and the methods used (Hill & Foody 1994, Ferrier & Watson
1997, Lobo et al. 1998, Kleinn et al. 2002).
Feature selection
The importance of feature weighting was highlighted in the results for Río San Juan (IV),
where an increase in the Kappa score of over 20 % was obtained by the weighting of the
spectral features and elevation in the k-nn classification. In the other prediction tasks (I-II)
the effect of feature weighting in the k-nn method varied from slight increase to a 5.6 %
decrease in RMSE. The prediction accuracy of four out of the 16 variables predicted
decreased due to feature weighting in estimating species richness in Yasuní. The weights
for the features were computed for all the field variables at once, and the solution with the
lowest sum of RMSE values was selected. The results would probably have been improved
if the weighting had been performed separately for the numbers of species in taxonomic
groups and in ecological categories. The selection of features for the linear discriminant
analysis also increased the proportion of correctly classified plots by 1.6 - 9.5 %.
In general, the mean values of spectral bands computed within a pixel window or
segment showed higher matrix correlation coefficients with species composition (III), and
they had higher discriminant power between forest types (III and IV) than the standard
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deviations of spectral values. The mean pixel values for Landsat band 7 showed the highest
matrix correlation with species composition in Yavarí; it was followed by the other middle
infrared (MIR) band 5 and the near infrared (NIR) band 4 (III). Of the spectral bands of
Landsat TM, MIR bands 5 and 7 showed highest discriminant power between vegetation
types (IV). These results agree with earlier findings showing significant matrix correlations
between the MIR and NIR bands and pteridophyte and Melastomataceae species
composition in primary rain forests (Tuomisto et al. 2003a, Tuomisto et al. 2003b). Both
the MIR and the NIR wavelengths are sensitive to vegetation moisture content and soil
moisture, and thus have discriminated effectively between vegetation types along moisture
gradients (Kaufman & Remer 1994, Thenkabail et al. 2003), but also between forest
successional stages (Boyd et al. 1999, Vieira et al. 2003).
A vegetation index employing MIR and NIR bands (NIR-MIR/NIR+MIR) has been
suggested as an alternative to the commonly used NDVI (Normalised difference vegetation
index) in areas where atmospheric haze is often prominent, such as the tropics (Kaufman &
Remer 1994). We were unable to compute either the NDVI or the simple ratio of Landsat
bands 3 and 4 in Yavarí and Río San Juan because of prominent striping in band 3 (III and
IV). In Yasuní the NDVI did not reduce the RMSE of the species richness predictions (I).
The simple ratio of NIR (Landsat band 4) and MIR (Landsat band 5) in turn proved to have
relatively high discriminant power between vegetation and forest types (III and IV), and a
high matrix correlation coefficient with pteridophyte species composition (III ).
Elevational variation was relatively low in all the study areas, but elevation may be
considered important auxiliary information. Variation in species composition and species
richness in the ecological categories were interpreted to be explained mainly by topography
or by edaphic factors (drainage, soil fertility) (I and II). Elevation also showed relatively
high matrix correlation with floristic composition in Yavarí and had high discriminant
power between vegetation types (III). This was expected in the light of earlier findings that
have reported high correlation coefficients between floristic and topographic patterns
(Clark et al. 1995, Tuomisto et al. 2003b, Cayuela et al. 2006, Sesnie et al. in press,).
Edaphic features and forest structure also correlate with topography (Clark et al. 1995,
Tuomisto et al. 2003b, Valencia et al. 2004), and this correlation may help to discriminate
forest types using the elevation feature. In Río San Juan, however, elevation did not vary
significantly between forest types (IV).
Freely available SRTM DEM covers all the tropical areas, and provides elevation
information at a spatial resolution of 90 m and with an average vertical error less than 16 m.
The spatial and vertical resolution of the data may not be optimal for lowland areas, but is
often the best elevation data available for the tropics. The vertical accuracy of the SRTM
model can be increased by averaging elevation information over larger pixel units
(Kellndorfer et al. 2004, Walker et al. 2007).
Spatial and thematic resolution
The appropriate spatial resolution was searched for in the vegetation type classification in
Yavarí (III) and in the species richness predictions in Yasuní (I). Both studies suggested
that a larger pixel window increases classification accuracy. Congruent results have also
been reported earlier by Hill & Foody (1994) and Hill (1999).
The problem of mixed pixel units was indicated in the classification results for Yavarí.
The 500-m sampling units containing several vegetation types (as shown by the field
sampling, which was done at a finer scale than the final classification) were more
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commonly misclassified than sampling units that were located within a single forest type
(III). The confusion caused by combining more than one vegetation type within a pixel
window may be reduced by segmentation. Thus segmentation may be seen as most useful
in heterogeneous and especially in fragmented landscapes, where abrupt changes between
land cover types are typical.
In the fragmented Río San Juan area, segmentation seemed to quite effectively separate
agricultural land from forested land. Within the forests, however, despite topographic
normalisation patches also corresponded to the shadows of hills. Against our expectations,
based on earlier studies (Lobo 1997, Lobo et al. 1998, Hill 1999), segmentation did not
reduce classification errors in Río San Juan. The reason may be found in the sampling
design: the field plots were located in forest interiors, at least 150 m from the forest edge,
so that the mixing of different land cover types in windows of 5 × 5 pixels was mostly
avoided.
Accuracy obviously depends on what is predicted and how detailed level of
discrimination is aimed at. For example discrimination between forest and non-forest may
be expected to be easier than discrimination between forest types. In Yavarí (III) and Río
San Juan (IV) we sought a level of compositional differences between vegetation types that
can be distinguished by means of remotely sensed data. In both cases the two floristically
most similar classes were combined in order to raise classification accuracy to an
acceptable level. The combined forest types in Río San Juan were both floristically and
structurally (dbh and stem density) the closest pair of forest types in our data. In Yavarí we
did not have field data on forest structure.
Satellite images
The recently reported east-west radiometric gradient (Collett et al. 1998, Toivonen et al.
2002, 2006) needs to be considered, at least if floristic variation is being predicted over
large areas. The existence of the gradient means that field sampling needs to be relatively
dense, as only the spectral values of nearby field plots can be used in predicting floristic
differences. The field plots that are used in the prediction should be within ca. 30 km;
further away, variation in pixel values due to the gradient may override the influence of
vegetation (Schulman et al. 2007). Our study areas were relatively small in size. In Yasuní,
the maximum length in an east-west direction was ca. 25 km and in Río San Juan it was
about 37 km. Thus the risk that the nearest neighbours for any pixel in the k-nn prediction
would have been situated more than 30 km in an east-west direction was low in Río San
Juan and non-existent in Yasuní. In future studies it will possible and perhaps even
advisable to limit the search distance to perhaps 30 km in selecting the nearest neighbours
in the k-nn method. This can easily be done with the k-nn method; a search distance limit in
a north-south direction has also been operationally used in applying the k-nn method in the
national forest inventory of Finland (Katila & Tomppo 2001). No such easy way to limit
the effect of the radiometric gradient on predictions exists in discriminant analysis.
Prediction accuracy may be increased by using other image data instead of, or in
addition to, Landsat TM or ETM+. Some other prediction method than k-nn or discriminant
analysis might also improve prediction success. Hyperspectral images (Hyperion) showed a
remarkably better discrimination of fallow and of primary and secondary forest classes than
the broadband Landsat ETM+ image (Thenkabail et al. 2004). The spatial resolution of
hyperspectral satellite images is comparable to that of Landsat images, but they register
over 200 narrow bands along the 400-2500 nm range, which should improve the
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identification of complex vegetation features (Lillesand & Kiefer 2000). Hyperspectral
images are also less prone to saturation, which is known to cause problems for instance in
predicting biomass in the tropics (Thenkabail et al. 2004).
New satellites, providing images with high spatial resolution, have also quite recently
been launched, for example IKONOS and Quickbird. At the same time a panchromatic,
high-resolution band has been incorporated in many medium-resolution images (e.g.
Landsat ETM+, SPOT5). Comparisons of classifications performed with the hyperspatial
IKONOS image (pixel size of 4 m) and the Landsat ETM+ have yielded controversial
results. The IKONOS image performed better than the Landsat ETM+ in classifying nine
classes of primary and secondary rain forest and fallows (Thenkabail et al. 2004), while
three floristically defined tropical forest classes along a moisture gradient were separated
more accurately by the Landsat ETM+ than by the IKONOS (Thenkabail et al. 2003). The
use of a higher spatial resolution satellite needs a different approach (e.g. use of textural
features), because use of spatial units larger than one Landsat pixel has shown increased
accuracy in this study (I and III) and in those of Hill (1994, 1999) and Lobo (1997).
The most commonly used multispectral, medium resolution Landsat images still have
several advantages compared to the relatively new hyperspectral and hyperspatial images.
The Landsat images have large (185km × 185 km) scene size, whereas the hyperspectral
image strip is commonly only a few kilometres wide and the scene size for instance of
IKONOS is only 11 × 11 km. The availability of hyperspectral and hyperspatial images in
archives is poor and the prices of images are high, whereas inexpensive, even free Landsat
images from the 35-year Landsat mission are widely available through internet-based data
archives (Fuller, 2006, Trigg et al. 2006). Yet another drawback of the commonly used
IKONOS is that it does not have an MIR band, which has proved to discriminate well
between vegetation types in papers III and IV and in other studies (Boyd et al. 1999,
Thenkabail et al. 2003, Tuomisto et al. 2003a, 2003b, Vieira et al. 2003).
Due to the failure of the Landsat ETM+ scan line corrector in May 2003 (Howard &
Lacasse 2004) and the ending operational lifetime of the Landsat TM5 (Trigg et al. 2006),
other images are needed to replace Landsat ones. Optical, medium-resolution, multispectral
but less widely used satellite images in tropical forests include SPOT 5 (4 bands, spatial
resolution from 5 to 20 m, scene size of 60 km), ASTER (9 bands in visible, NIR and MIR
wavelengths, spatial resolution of 15-90 m, scene size 60 km) and IRS-LISS3 (4 bands,
spatial resolution of 23.5 m, scene size of 141 km) as well as on-request basis working ALI
(9 bands at spatial resolution of 30 m, scene size of 37 km × 42 or 185 km). The list is not
complete; for example the China-Brazil Earth Resource Satellite (CBERS) may be
interesting in the remote sensing of Amazonia and other lowland tropical rain forest areas.
CBERS-2 contains three sensors, of which the high resolution CCD camera registers four
bands in visible and infrared ranges at a resolution of 20 m.
Prediction methods
Linear discriminant analysis is readily available in many commercial softwares and is easy
to use. Unsurprisingly, it is one of the most commonly used classification methods in
remote sensing studies of tropical forests (Trisurat et al. 2000, Pedroni 2003, Thenkabail et
al. 2004). The k-nn method has been tested in the analysis of tropical vegetation only in
papers I, II and IV, but is employed widely and also in operative use in satellite-imagebased forest inventories (Tomppo 1996, Nilsson 1997, Tomppo et al. 1999, Gjertsen et al.
2000, Franco-Lopez et al. 2001, Tomppo et al. 2001, Reese et al. 2003, McInerney et al.
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2005, Koukal et al. 2007, McRoberts et al. 2007) and in land cover and non-forest/forest
classifications (Franco-Lopez et al. 2001, Haapanen et al. 2004) in the boreal and temperate
zone. The k-nn method performed better than canonical discriminant analysis in the
comparison in paper IV, but the differences in Kappa scores were not statistically
significant. The k-nn method appears promising for the analysis of floristic variation in rain
forest because it is non-parametric, in the sense that it does not make any assumptions on
statistical distributions of the variables used or the response of field variables to spectral
features. This makes the k-nn method suitable for many prediction tasks, but accurate k-nn
predictions also require that the field sampling cover variation both in field variables and in
the spectral features of the satellite image (Katila & Tomppo 2001).
In real-world data sets, the relationship between compositional turnover and
environmental gradients is rarely linear (Ferrier et al. 2007). Thus non-parametric and
nonlinear methods, such as the k-nn method, artificial neural networks and decision tree
classifiers, have shown high accuracies in predicting species diversity and discriminating
land cover classes or stages of forest succession (Foody & Cutler 2003, Ingram et al. 2005,
Foody & Cutler 2006, Kuplich 2006, Sesnie et al. in press). This supports the conclusion
that more flexible methods, which do not make assumptions on distributions of variables or
expect a linear relationship among variables, are needed to increase the accuracy of
information on the spatial variation of rain forest vegetation.
Procedure of accuracy assessment
It has been suggested that the accuracy of classification should be confirmed using several
accuracy measures, since different measures may lead to different and even conflicting
interpretations and conclusions (Foody 2002, Stehman 1997). We assessed the accuracy of
the classifications using error matrices and derived overall classification accuracies and
Kappa scores (III and IV). The k-nn predictions of continuous variables were validated by
calculating the RMSE and bias of the predictions as well as by comparing the prediction
accuracy to the null model (I and II). When the whole study area was classified (I-III), the
classification results were also compared visually to the original satellite image.
The reliability of the accuracy estimate still depends on how the assessment is
performed and on the kind of test data used. We used mainly one-leave-out cross-validation
but also an independent data set for error estimation. There are problems related to oneleave-out cross-validation, and alternative methods have been proposed e.g. a model-based
method developed by Kim and Tomppo (2006). In our case, however, I believe that the
one-leave-out cross-validation indicates the level of the prediction error. The accuracy of
the predictions was assessed using both cross-validation and an independent test data set in
predicting the number of species in ecological categories (I) and in classifying vegetation or
forest types (III; results not shown, and IV). In all cases, the accuracy estimates provided by
the independent test data set followed those of the cross-validation. Actually, in most cases
the cross-validation was more conservative and estimated lower accuracies for the
predictions than the use of the test data (N in the test data sets between 25 and 80). In
addition, the partioning of a small field data set may cause difficulties in forming a
relationship between the field variables and the spectral features. It may also be difficult to
cover the ranges of variation in spectral values and field variables in both the train and the
test data set, because the number of plots in some vegetation types becomes low. In the
tropics, field data sets are often small due to logistical difficulties and the high cost of field
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work. As few as ten plots have been used in testing predictions obtained on the basis of data
from twenty plots (Foody & Cutler 2006).
Visual assessment cannot be recommended as the only accuracy assessment method, but
it is a good addition to the quantitative methods. Visual comparison between the predicted
map and the original satellite image is useful in analysing and locating errors in relation to
the general environmental characteristics visible in a satellite image (I and II) or in maps. In
Papers II and III, visual inspection revealed clear misclassifications or mispredictions,
which in all cases were quite explicitly related to certain vegetation types.
In the tropics, randomly or systematically sampled validation data are often impossible
to collect at reasonable cost. In Río San Juan (IV), field data were collected according to
the common procedure in remote sensing studies: locating field plots far from the edges, in
homogeneous land cover patches. This procedure avoids transition zones; thus the accuracy
of the predictions is commonly overestimated. Transition zones, borders between classes,
and subpixel objects such as roads are typically areas of so called mixed pixels, and thus
difficult to classify (Smith et al. 2003, Powell et al. 2004,). The problem of mixed pixels
appeared in the classification of Yavarí (III) where sampling units located in the forest
interior were more accurately classified than units combining two forest types. In Papers IIII, field sampling was conducted along transect lines. In Yasuní (I-II) the transect lines
were located within the broad main vegetation types, while in Yavarí (III) the transect lines
crossed the main vegetation types. Transect sampling covers vegetation transition zones
and thus reduces sampling bias and increases the reliability of accuracy assessment (Guisan
& Zimmermann 2000).
Spatial autocorrelation may become a problem in the estimation of prediction errors,
specially if field data are sampled along transect lines. The estimated accuracy may be
unduly high because of positive spatial autocorrelation in both floristic and satellite image
data. Species composition mostly changes gradually, and nearby plots and pixels also tend
to be more similar than those further away. Pixel values are also geographically dependent;
the reflectance of a pixel is influenced by reflectance from the vegetation of neighbouring
pixels and atmospheric scattering. We avoided autocorrelation between plots by running the
cross-validation between transect lines rather than individual plots (III) or by applying a
minimum distance in selecting the nearest neighbours in error estimation (I and II). In
Yasuní we found that 92 % of the selected nearest neighbours in the error estimation of the
k-nn predictions were located on another transect line than the one containing the pixel
being estimated (II).
Even after careful accuracy assessment, it is not easy to define the reliability of a
prediction for operative use and practical applications. Despite some suggestions (Landis &
Koch 1977 cited in Monserud & Leemans 1992, Thomlinson et al. 1999), there are no
commonly accepted accuracy levels, even in the most common applications such as landcover classifications. The accuracy of a classification or prediction depends on what is
predicted and where; thus no categorical limits for reliability can be given. In poorly known
areas, including most rain forest areas, predictions whose accuracy might be considered low
in well-surveyed areas can nevertheless provide valuable and previously completely
unavailable information. Even a somewhat inaccurate estimate is probably useful, as long
as the alternative is a pure guess.
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Links of floristic patterns to soil characteristics
The axes of the NMDS ordination of Melastomataceae and pteridophyte species in Yasuní
(II) were interpreted in terms of edaphic variables and topography: the floristic gradient of
axis 1 was chiefly related to topography, axis 2 was well explained by drainage, and axis 3
was related to soil cation content. The patterns of pteridophyte and Melastomatacaea
species richness in the ecological category (poor soil species, rich soil species, floodplain
species, swamp forest species) were also studied in Yasuní, and these patterns were visually
related mainly to topographical variation (I): rich soil species were more numerous in high
hill areas, while the number of poor soil species was highest in areas of low hills.
The results obtained in Yasuní were well in line with earlier studies showing that
patterns of Melastomataceae, pteridophyte and tree species composition were related to
edaphic patterns (Ter Steege et al. 1993, Clark et al. 1995, 1999, Vormisto et al. 2000, Potts
et al. 2002, Phillips et al. 2003, Tuomisto et al. 2003a, 2003b, Paoli et al. 2006,
Ruokolainen et al. 2007). In these studies the most important edaphic factors were found to
be soil parent material, soil nutrients and drainage.
Topographic patterns and the composition of pteridophyte species correlated in Yavarí
(III), although elevational differences in the area were low compared to the spatial
resolution (90m) and vertical accuracy (error < 16m) of the used DEM. In the Yavarí area,
topography, edaphic characteristics and forest types are related in such a way that forests in
the fertile Pebas formation are found further from the river at higher elevations, while
terrace forests grow in relatively nutrient-poor river terraces closer to the river (Salovaara et
al. 2004). This relationship may have contributed to the correlation found between
elevation and species composition. The western Amazonian landscape is a complex mosaic
of sediment of different origins and ages, due to tectonic forces and changes in river
courses (Salo et al. 1986, Räsänen et al. 1990). In other Amazonian lowland rain-forest
areas, topography may thus be correlated with edaphic features positively, negatively or not
at all. This may complicate the use of elevation as auxiliary data in large-area mapping. The
tropical tree species composition in Costa Rica has also been shown to correlate with
topographic position, even when the effect of soil is removed (Clark et al. 1999). However,
in our study (IV) in Río San Juan, elevation did not discriminate well between forest types
(IV).
Edaphic and topographic factors may naturally be overridden for instance by climate or
geographical distance / dispersal limitation at other spatial scales than the landscape scale
(Pyke et al. 2001, Phillips et al. 2003). Environmental data alone are thus not a good
predictor of global biogeographical patterns. The rain-forest areas of two continents may be
similar in environmental characteristics, but share few species or none.
The above results and the relatively high accuracies of the predictions of floristic
variation (I, II and III) using understorey indicator species give support to the hypothesis
that patterns of species composition are at least partly determined by environmental
characteristics, such as edaphic factors and topography. The results also support the use of
soil data, and to some extent topographic data as auxiliary data in predicting floristic
variation. It is mostly difficult to obtain spatially accurate information on rain-forest soils at
an appropriate scale and resolution, but remotely sensed elevation data are commonly
available.
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Applicability of the results
Accurate predictions and maps showing patterns of floristic variation would be an
important tool in conservation planning and forest management, and would provide
valuable source data in modelling for instance the distributions of animal taxa (Ferrier et al.
2002). The vegetation classification produced for Yavarí has already been successfully used
in predicting abundances of mammal species (Salovaara 2005). The applicability of the
predictions depends on their accuracy and the level at which they reflect more general
floristic patterns, but also on the time and money needed to apply the procedure in practice.
The accuracy of the predictions achieved in the papers of the thesis can be considered high,
especially when we take into account the thematic resolution of the forest type
discrimination in Papers I-IV. The floristic patterns of trees, Melastomataceae and
pteridophytes have been shown to be correlated, as well as to correlate with edaphic and
topographical variation (Ter Steege et al. 1993, Clark et al. 1995, Ruokolainen et al. 1997,
Clark et al. 1998, Vormisto et al. 2000, Potts et al. 2002, Tuomisto et al. 2003a, 2003b,
Jones 2006, Paoli et al. 2006, Ruokolainen et al. 2007). If floristic patterns are
environmentally determined, this would mean that the patterns predicted reflect more
general floristic variation than just that of the species used in the study.
The economical feasibility of the procedures used in this study in tropical rain forests
depends chiefly on the extent of field sampling needed. Field sampling can be made more
effective by limiting sampling to floristic indicator taxa (Ruokolainen et al. 1997, Higgins
& Ruokolainen 2004). When reliable and rapid field inventory methods are used with
remote sensing, the time and effort needed for surveying floristic variation in rain forests
can be significantly reduced. In Papers I-III field sampling was limited to one or two
indicator plant groups (the pteridophytes and Melastomataceae species). Even if the species
were growing in the understorey, they indicated the patterns of canopy trees to a degree
allowing floristic variation to be distinguished and mapped by means of remote sensing.

CONCLUSIONS
The main finding of my thesis is that floristic variation in lowland rain forest, expressed in
the form of ordination axis scores, vegetation classes or numbers of species in ecological
categories, can be predicted relatively accurately on the basis of the spectral values of a
medium-resolution Landsat TM or ETM+ image. It was possible to distinguish and map
floristic variation within tierra firme forest, which has been traditionally seen as a single
broad forest type (Pires et al. 1985). We were able to divide tierra firme into two forest
types, harbouring different sets of species. Moreover, we managed to predict similarity in
species composition as a continuous, easily mapped three-dimensional variable (scores of
three ordination axes). It is, however, apparent that many of the details of floristic
differences observed in the field cannot be distinguished by remote sensing. The species
richness of taxonomic groups was not predicted accurately, at least with the data and the
methods used.
The k-nn estimation method proved to perform well in predicting continuous floristic
variation and in distinguishing between forest types. In the case study of Río San Juan it
proved to have higher classification power compared to linear disriminant analysis. Another
advantage of the k-nn method is that the effect of the artificial radiometric gradient, which
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my be a problem at least in large-area mapping, can be reduced simply by employing a
distance limit in searching the nearest neighbours. All four studies were conducted within a
relatively small area and using relatively few field plots. If the k-nn method is employed in
large-area mapping, the parameters (e.g. number of neighbours, search distance) and the
features of satellite image and auxiliary environmental data used, as well as their weighting,
need to be optimised. The k-nn method can be considered for practical prediction and
mapping of floristic variation if field observations on species are available in feasible
densities. The need for a map of floristic patterns in many tropical forest areas is urgent.
Landscape-scale vegetation type maps or maps of gradual changes in species composition,
expressed for instance in terms of ordination axis scores, would be most welcome even with
a certain degree inaccurate predictions, as the alternative is often a pure guess.
The spectral information of the satellite image and remotely derived DEM provide
highly valuable information of floristic variation at landscape scale. This information is
relatively uniform in quality, spatially continuous and inexpensive - all characteristics that
speak for its use. The results of this study have highlighted the importance of feature
selection or weighting, the discrimination power of the MIR and NIR bands, and the use of
relatively large pixel units (pixel windows or segments) in predicting floristic variation and
classifying floristically defined forest types.
The studies provide further evidence for the hypothesis that environmental factors
significantly control floristic patterns in tropical rain forests. The hypothesis was put to a
strict test by using understorey indicator species to define floristic variation, which was
then modelled by satellite image data which cannot directly observe the understorey. The
modelling was successful, showing that the distributions of both understorey indicator
species and canopy trees must be controlled by common environmental factors. This means
that an inventory of one or two indicator taxa combined with remote sensing can
successfully increase our knowledge of floristic variation in rain forest, at reduced cost and
time compared to traditional methods.
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